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Access to the Exacter
Research Library on Overhead
Equipment Failure
Since 2007, Exacter, Inc. has surveyed hundreds of thousands of miles of
overhead line, performed countless field assessment studies, spent months
conducting proprietary testing and equipment evaluations at independent
high voltage laboratories, as well as authoring and presenting numerous
white papers and research papers on overhead equipment failure related
issues. This deep body of intellectual property and insight is being made
available to Exacter customers in an effort to improve the understanding of
how to identify problems and points of risk on the overhead grid. Much of
the information in the Exacter Library has been authored by utility engineers,
scientists, and reliability professionals -- including case study observations
of how Exacter Technology performed in the field. The research and anecdotal reports serve as a proof case for the value and accuracy of Exacter
Technology as an effective tool for improving overhead reliability.

Research & Scholarly Papers

• Confidential Lab Test of Equipment Pioneer
Electric Cooperative
• Confidential Lab Test of Lightning Arrester
& Cutout 6-28-11
• Confidential Lab Test of Lightning Arrester, Cutout,
Fog Bows 12-17-10
• Confidential Lab Test of 80 Underground
Vaults 5-5-11
• Confidential Lab Test of Insulator, Dead End Bell,
Cutout/Arrester 1-25-16
• About The Ohio State University High Voltage
Laboratory

• Powerline Noise Handbook | Noise Sources ARRL
on Signatures
• Condition Monitoring on High Voltage Equipment
at CLP Power (Hong Kong)
• Risk-Based Least-Cost Strategy for Managing Risk
of Overhead Porcelain at BC Hydro
• Detection of Corona & Dry Band Arc Discharge
Characteristics
• Electric Power Distribution Handbook
• Salt Deposit Density & Non-Soluble Deposit Density
& Insulator Leakage Current
• IEEE Standards for Measurement of RF Power Line
Interference
• New Theory on Pole Fires
• IEEE Monitoring of Insulator Contamination causing
Flashover based on Acoustic Emission

Exacter Analytics & Background
• Burns & McDonnell Tech Brief | Utility Reliability
Beyond the Numbers
• INMR Trans.& Dist. Mag. | Detecting Overheat
Insulator Contamination
• A Novel Sensing Device for Power System Equip.
Condition Monitoring

Have you Plugged in our
Flash Drive Library Card?

* Note that many of these documents are confidential from IEEE and from lab studies
for other customers. Please honor the terms and conditions of viewing.
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Overview

Overview
Company Facts
Founded in 2007
Worked with over 100 utilities
Surveyed & assessed hundreds
of thousands of miles of overhead
Location Condition Verification
of 100% at each location
Final Reports are GIS compatible for
data analysis
Complete location report includes map,
description and photograph of problematic
equipment

Applications & Strategies
• Reduce Power Outages
• Improve Worst Performing Circuits
• Reduce System SAIDI
• Reduce System SAIFI
• Reduce Customer Minutes of
Interruption (CMI)
• Targeted Area Investigations
• Continuous Reliability Improvement

“ There are several
ways to identify
problematic conditions
on overhead
equipment, but the
most indicative
sign of equipment
deterioration and
potential failure is
the presence of arcing,
leaking and tracking.”

RF emissions are the first indicator of equipment deterioration. Exacter provides
an early warning alert to equipment that is arcing, leaking, or tracking allowing
utilities to take corrective action before a failure occurs.

Exacter’s Predictive Data Identifies
At-Risk Conditions on the Grid
The premise behind the Exacter Process is the delivery of predictive
information about at-risk conditions at specific locations on the grid
that are early warning signs of equipment failure.

What Does Exacter Technology Identify?
Exacter’s patented technology identifies arcing, leaking, and tracking of
equipment on overhead lines. As vehicles drive circuits, these points of risk
are identified and mapped -- then these problems are verified at the pole
using ultrasonic technology.

Dr. Stephen Sebo,

• Maintenance Cost Reduction
Programs
• Strengthen Grid Resiliency
• Storm Recovery Assessments
• Location of Problematic Points
• Overall Grid Health Assessments
& Analytics
• Targeted Customer Satisfaction
Programs
• AMI & Smart Grid Line Quality
Assessments
• Substation Assessments
• Transmission Line Assessments

An Exacter Assessment Report will include a photograph of the problematic
component, the pole number, and a map with GPS coordinates. The information
is made available in PDF, XLS, and GIS-compatible formats.

Exacter solutions follow a predictive process that utilizes patented radio
frequency (RF) technology, proprietary analysis, and ultrasonic acoustic
technology to detect problematic conditions (arcing, leaking, and tracking)
present on overhead systems. Conditions are analyzed and discriminated
against the Exacter Failure Signature Library to pinpoint the location and
components responsible for the problematic conditions, providing utilities
with advanced intelligence for predictive maintenance operations.

Criticality Measure for Prioritizing Action
Overlaying GIS asset and connectivity data with Exacter system assessment
data provides utilities a criticality measure that identifies the number of
customers that would be impacted by an equipment failure. The criticality
measure provides utilities the opportunity to priotiize maintenance operations
based on the impact to system performance and reliability.

Exacter Provides a Turnkey Assessment
Engaging Exacter on a predictive reliability project can be a turnkey operation.
Once CMI and circuit data is received, Exacter provides the analysis, circuit
targets, and projected impact for the project during the pre-survey stage.
Then circuits are surveyed and problematic conditions and locations are
investigated and pinpointed by Exacter field locating teams. Final reports are
submitted including photographs of deteriorating equipment, pole numbers,
GPS location – with all data made available in GIS compatible formats.

Ohio State High Voltage Laboratory
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Validation Questions

1.

Is Exacter Different from
Other Assessment Methods?

4.

Unlike visual or infrared methods that require spending considerable time at each pole examining each
piece of equipment, Exacter has the ability to rapidly
survey hundreds of miles of circuits in a matter of just
a few weeks. Surveys are taken from vehicles as they
drive circuit routes. Each circuit is patrolled at least
3 times over a 2-3 week period.

2.

Is problematic equipment
found by Exacter about to fail?

Predictive assessments identify the precursors to
failure. There is no way to know exactly when a piece
of equipment will fail, however, removing deteriorating
equipment makes the circuit healthier, more resilient,
and less likely to have an outage.

Are Exacter Finds Accurate?

Each location identified has been patrolled
using Exacter technology at least three times as
part of the discovery process, and then a physical
survey at the pole verifies the presence of problematic
conditions – identifying the specific arcing component
using ultrasonic locating equipment.

3.

Validation Questions

What happens when
equipment found by Exacter is
tested in the lab?

a pole inspection making it a much more efficient
method to obtain both large scale and accurate
health assessments.

5.

Some equipment will arc in the lab. Some won’t. Some
components can be ramped up to failure. Others
cannot. The variables that caused the emissions, and
ultimately cause failure, like loose connections, humidity, dust, dirt, wind and interaction with other structure
components are almost impossible to simulate in lab
experiments. A more reflective test would be to examine the structure after repairs are made to see if
the problematic condition still exists.

6.

How Do Exacter Assessments
Compare to Visual Assessments?

Veteran utility field and reliability professionals will tell
you that 80%-90% of at-risk equipment, that is either
arcing, or emitting heat cannot be seen under normal
conditions. At best, only 10-20% of problems can be
detected visually. In contrast, Exacter’s ability to locate
the presence of arcing, leaking and tracking emissions
across large geographic areas very quickly provides a
much more comprehensive picture of grid health while
identifying the presence of 70-80% of the points of risk.

Are the problems found
by Exacter actual problems?

Each location identified in an Exacter assessment
report is absolutely a component that is arcing, leaking
or tracking. These are the most indicative signs of
risk and a precursor to failure. This is verified at each
pole as part of the process, but can be validated
after the problematic component is removed. If the
ultrasonic dish cannot find the arcing, then Exacter
has done its job by removing the at-risk conditions
from the grid.

7.

Every problematic location identified in an Exacter Assessment Report has been patrolled 3 separate times with
Exacter technology, then physically verified at the pole by
a thorough examination using ultrasonic technology.
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How Do Exacter Assessments
Compare to IR Assessments

IR assessments identify temperature (not arcing) and
even then, require a heavy line load to find the heat signature. If surveys are done with light load on lines, even
the most troublesome equipment will not be identified.
Heat is the final stage of deterioration. It’s estimated
that only about 10% of all equipment will exhibit “heat”
conditions prior to failure. In addition, IR surveys are
performed on each piece of equipment at each pole.
In contrast, Exacter identifies the problematic structures
(usually one for every 8-10 miles) before it performs

Exacter has the capability to patrol over 1000 miles of circuit,
multiple times in a matter of weeks.
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Reliability Opportunities

Untapped Potential

Diminishing Returns

Often Times 40-50%
of a utility’s total CMI
can be targeted
by attacking just
10-20%
of circuits

Most utilities have
aggressive vegetation management
programs in place
and at some point,
there are no more
gains to squeeze
out by trimming
trees

The Department
of Energy estimates
that 31% of all nonweather related power
outages are caused by
equipment failure. Industry
experts believe minimizing
equipment failure is the biggest
opportunity for improving reliability
and creating a more resilient grid.

Reliability Opportunities
“The field assessment data is now
available to enable successful Predictive-based
Maintenance programs with measurable results
that deliver excellent ROI.”
John Lauletta, CEO & Founder,
Exacter, Inc.

Predictive Overhead Assessments & Integrated Data
Analytics Enable Outage Prevention
Predictive-based maintenance has been utilized in electric generation
facilities, aircraft maintenance, and industries for more than 25 years.
Unfortunately for the electric utility industry there has been a dearth in the
availability of predictive data on the condition of overhead line equipment.
This has limited the intelligence available to drive preventive reliability
strategies, and created a paradigm for primarily run-to-failure, or quickresponse approaches for improving grid performance.

Accurate Predictive Assessment Data
Over Large Geographic Areas Changes the Game

Non-Weather Related Outages On U.S. Distribution Grid
(Dept. of Energy)

In a 2015 article in Electric Policy.com, former
Chairman of the Midwest ISO, Paul Feldman shared
on the next generation of reliability improvements
focused on grid modernization. One of the strategies
discussed, was the idea of using new technologies
like Exacter, to change the focus from “quick
response” to outages to actually preventing them
through predictive data and new approaches.

“The economic cost of outages to
electricity customers amounts to nearly
one-third of the revenues those
customers pay for service, and the
problem lies almost entirely with
the distribution system. Fortunately the
tools to address this situation are
available, if utilities, state regulators,
vendors—and customers—can
cooperate on a needed fix.”

Until recently, it’s been hard to address the 31%
equipment failure outages because it was next
to impossible to predict when and where the next
failure would occur. Today however, Exacter Field
Assessments enable true predictive maintenance
based on the ability to identify points of risk on the
grid early in the equipment failure cycle. Predictive field data from Exacter plus historical circuit
data, and GIS information provides a new science
for analyzing overhead assets and using predictive
intelligence to mitigate future outages.

Paul Feldman,

Past Chairman Midwest ISO
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Utility research papers and laboratory studies show that the presence of
consistent RF emissions is the most significant indication of equipment that
has entered into the failure cycle. Exacter’s ability to pinpoint the location
of these conditions across hundreds of miles of circuit and verify them in
a matter of several weeks, means that utilities now have a true predictive
indicator for failure. In addition, Exacter provides specific locations that
are actionable. Because the data can be overlaid with asset management
data, GIS, and historical circuit data, utilities now have a significant amount
of intelligence to drive predictive maintenance programs that can target
the most significant points of risk on the grid. Having accurate assessment
data on overhead equipment changes the game from run-to-failure, to
predictive outage prevention.

546 customers impacted + steel mill
70 customers impacted

130 customers impacted + hospital
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Criticality Measurement - Exacter Vision
Analytics® integrate field assessment
data with GIS circuit data to provide
a criticality measurement that identifies how many customers would be
impacted should an outage occur at a
problematic location.
In addition, key commercial customers
and community-critical facilities like
hospitals, police and fire can be
identified.

A Predictive Database

A Predictive Database
The Predictive Process

Proprietary Database of US Grid Health

New T/C

One of the benefits of Exacter’s
database is that it helps give
reliability and maintenance managers a predictive picture of what
is probably happening on their
system. Before a project even
starts, Exacter can accurately
predict how many problems they
will find and what the breakdown
of equipment will probably be.
Exacter’s predictive process has
been refined through hundreds
of assessments across hundreds
of thousands of miles.

Exacter Can Predict What
We Will Find Before the Survey

Step 1: Identifying Your Reliability and
Improvement Goals – Whether it is improving
worst performing circuits, reducing outages,
reducing SAIDI, or simply getting a picture of
overall grid health, Exacter will tailor its
assessment to achieve your objectives.
Step 2: Getting Historical CMI Circuit Data
– Initial analysis by Exacter begins when they
receive historical CMI and outage data from your
utility.

This map with pie charts shows the specific types of equipment (by %) found to be in a
deteriorating condition and represents thousands of miles of Exacter field assessments
since 2007.

Exacter’s Historical Database
of Failing Overhead Equipment
in the US
After surveying over 1 million poles across
hundreds of thousands of miles of overhead
in the US, Exacter has compiled a cumulative
database of what they found. It’s the result of
assessments done for almost 200 different
utilities in urban, suburban and rural areas.
This is the only database of its kind anywhere
in the global utility industry, and it is constantly
being updated.

Step 3: Business Case Analysis – Using this
data, Exacter develops a business case analysis,
and then presents options for an assessment
that will optimize the project goals for system
improvement – usually by identifying high value
opportunities to impact the system.
Step 4: Survey Design – Specific circuit
routes are chosen and the survey and schedule is
developed.
Step 5: Field Assessment – The field assessment is performed with each circuit being patrolled
three times on different days. From the surveys,
various points of risk are identified using Exacter’s
patented Failure Signature Library.®
Step 6: Field Verification and Report –
Field teams are dispatched to the identified
locations and the problems are pinpointed to the
specific component, on a specific pole. The report
includes a photograph of the problematic equipment, pole number, GPS location and map.
Step 7: Integrated Analytics – Either Exacter
or the Utility team combine the Exacter data with
GIS data to create a Criticality Measure metric
– identifying how many customers would be
impacted should an outage occur at each location.
Step 8: Targeted Field Intelligence for
Predictive Outage Mitigation –Using the
data, you decide which locations should be
prioritized for repair before an outage occurs.
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After Exacter receives historical CMI circuit data, a Business Case Analysis is
performed with recommendation on which circuits to target for assessment. Based
on this data, Exacter can provide a pre-project estimate of the potential impact the
program will have on system SAIDI, CMI, and future outages – as well as an estimate
of the quantity and types of equipment likely to be found in an at-risk condition.

Using the Exacter conditions-based field data and correlating it with GIS data,
Exacter customers can identify how many customers would be impacted at each
at-risk location. This criticality measure can drive an effective predictive
maintenance program.
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Field Assessment Reports

Field Assessment Reports

Exacter Data
Report Output
from a Problem
Location

Deliverables
• CMI Analysis for Circuit Targeting
• Spreadsheet of Findings
• Map of Findings
• Individual Site Report Map

This map shows potential problems an overhead distribution system found
by Exacter. When this data is integrated into an Outage Management System,
you can determine how many customers would be impacted should an outage
occur at that location.
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This is data available from an Exacter Report. It shows Pole ID number, Feeder Line,
GPS location, address, type of product to have problem, orientation of problem, and
photograph of deteriorated equipment.
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Customers & Results
What utilities have used Exacter?
Many investor-owned utilities (Unitil, Pacific Gas & Electric, Vectren,
Louisville Gas & Electric), cooperatives (Wabash Valley Power Association,
Citizens, Talquin Electrical Cooperative, CoServe Electric), and municipal
utilities (Westerville, OH, Danville, VA) in the U.S. and Canada utilize
Exacter as a component of their reliability and asset management strategy.
Additionally Exacter is used internationally by a number of utility and
industrial customers.

Customers & Results

“Exacter helped us
find mid-span damage
on an ASCR conductor
that was 100 ft. away
from any structure.
We found that 4 of the
7 strands were gone
and the steel core was
almost eroded away
from the arcing. The
line feeds a school and
would have certainly
caused an outage.”
Terry LaOrange,

Coordinator of Engineering Services
for Carroll White REMC

Orrville OH – Factory
Outage Prevented:
Orrville is a medium-sized municipal
utility in Ohio. Their power supply
is critical to local industry including
Smucker’s, the noted jam and jelly
manufacturer. During the first deployment of Exacter Technology a threephase cutout was identified as deteriorated on a backbone circuit. Visual
inspection did not indicate a problem.
However, when the lineman operated
the cutout the porcelain body shattered
and the live conductor came loose.
The operations manager remarked that
had the cutout failed when there was
no one on sight to repair it there would
have been an outage of over half of
the city.

Municipal Utility, OH –
Mysterious Line
Interference Discovered:

The City of Westerville,
OH – 80% System Outage
Prevented:
During a routine PdM inspection survey
with Exacter Technology a failure signature was identified as coming from a
major feed riser-pole. Upon close
examination of the top of the structure it
was noticed that the sub-transmission
cable ground leads had been blown
off the terminations. There were also
burned cables going underground.
This was an imminent failure that would
have taken out 80% of the city’s system
and would have resulted in a significant rebuild.
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UNITIL, NH – Critical
Find Near Hospital:
Sometimes the findings from an Exacter
Technology survey require immediate
attention. In the first use of Exacter on
the UNITIL system, an insulator on a
critical circuit to a hospital was identified as deteriorated. The repair was
scheduled to be completed in 30 days.
Before the repair was completed, the
insulator failed and the circuit
experienced an outage.

Several months after an Exacter survey,
an Ohio municipality started receiving a significant amount of customer
complaints about a recurring flicker
problem. The utility sent technicians out
several times over a two-week period,
but the cause could not be located.
The electric field superintendent suggested checking some the old Exacter
survey data. Sure enough, there was a
problem location on that circuit. When
the utility went to the specific location, it
identified that the stinger (a conductor
or wire that attaches equipment to the
distribution feeder) had a hard-to-find
intermittent connection that was causing
the problem. The repair was made, and
the customer problems disappeared.
Referencing the survey data directed
the utility to the source of the problem.

White County REMC, IN –
Accident Prevented:
A routine PdM Exacter Survey located
a conductor that was damaged by
lightning. The damage resulted in all but
a few strands of the overhead aluminum
conductor being broken. The damage
was hidden from site by an overhanging
tree branch. The Electric Superintendent
commented that the conductor could
have broken and fallen to the ground at
any time.
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City of Napoleon, OH –
Six Month Mysterious
Problem Solved:
A high-speed, broadband over power
line (BPL) AMR system was installed to
provide the community with easy access
to the internet and the utility automated
billing. However, one section of the city
was continually plagued with poor and
discontinuous service. Following a
six-month intensive effort to uncover the
source of the communication system
failure, Exacter was requested to survey
the city to try and locate what could be
causing the BPL performance issue.
During the survey a strong failure signature
was identified and located. The failure
signature was being emitted by a lightning
arrester that had deteriorated. The line
connector had broken away from the lightning arrester body and was loosely seated
hiding any visual indication of damage.
The arrester was replaced and the AMR/WIFI
system was returned to normal operation.

New T/C
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